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by Steve Siegel
World-renowned anthropologist Richard 
Leakey enlightened and entertained 
a near-capacity audience at a Lawrence 
University convocation Thursday morning 
entitled "Origins of Mankind".
Following a lengthy and excellent 
introduction by President Rik Warch, 
Leakey impressed on the listeners that 
he was a fan of the controversial 19th 
century scientist Charles Darwin. "He 
(Darwin) may have been wrong", Leakey 
adm itted, but he had "extraordinary 
perception". Many attem pts, he continued, 
have been made to discredit Darwin's 
work, particu larly  his "theory" of evolution, 
which is dismissed by many in the field 
of genetics because it is "only a theory", 
among other reasons.
Leakey countered this type of argument, 
pointing out that while it is true that 
evolution is "only a theory", so is gravity. 
Gravity, he said, has not been proven 
scientifically  correct; we only know 
it exists so far as it a ffects our daily 
life . Leakey humbly adm itted that he 
was reminded of tne existence of the 
force of gravity "this morning on my 
way t<? breakfast" when he attempted 
to navigate the slippery sidewalks aoout 
campus. Leakey further illustrated his 
agreement with Darwin's work by speaking 
of what he termed "eviaence oT 
evolutionary development".
"Every Form of life has specialized 
and adapted", said Leakey, using the 
giraffe as a prime example of 
environmental adaptation. "Its long neck 
and long legs" provide it with a source 
of nourishment which is "not threatened" 
by other forms of life ; it is the only 
animal that can reach its particu lar 
food supply. Illustrating specialization, 
Leakey provided the audience with the 
contrast between the A frican hunting
Richard Leakey searches for the Origins of
Man. (photo by Scott Whitcomb)
dog and the lee^ara, which prey on the 
same animal — tne antelope. The African 
hunting dog, he said, "w ill chase its quarry 
for several miles' while the leopard 
utilizes stealth and cunning. Each is 
successful, though the success is achieved 
via the use of vastly divergent methods.
Leakey further noted that humans 
go to great lengths to do things that 
other species don't do. "We originally 
walked on all fours", he said. "What was
the stimulus for going to two?" He offered 
some ideas, including the possible uses 
for hands (since they were no longer 
required for locomotion) such as reaching 
for food. "We were too heavy to climn 
trees", he added. "Reaching for fruit" 
was a much preferred alternative. 
Listening to this man speak leaves little  
doubt of the existence of evolution. 
"Symmetrical axes were found in A frica, 
Europe, and Asia one m illion years ago", 
he stated. This shows a degree of 
"conceptual ability  and abstract reasoning" 
that does not exist in any other species. 
Evidence of what Leakey calls the 
"threshold of technology" is found to 
have existed as long as ¿.5 m illion years 
in the form of stone tools.
Another fascinating example of the 
orehistoric existence was the discovery 
of a prim ate who survived a broken femur 
(thigh) bone. Requiring 8-12 weeks to 
repair itse lf, the tact that the creature 
that suffered this im m obiliz ing injury 
survived indicates the presence of 
"compassionate interpersonal
relationships", said Leakey.
-There are many questions yet left 
to answer, acknowledged Leakey. 
Specifically, he asked "what was the 
stimulus tor the larger brain?" which 
began appearing 2.5 m illion years ago. 
Why did it increase in size from 900 
cc to 1400 cc today? What led to the 
preference for "bipedal locomotion" 
the interest in walking on two legs? 
The first instance of this is pinpointed 
at four m illion years ago. Beyona these 
types of questions, there are many more. 
What caused the development of certain 
kinds of ideas and cultures? he asks. 
"What we are seeking is the truth; I am 
merely offering a perception", he stated.
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Election Results Tallied Up
by Scott Whitcomb
The results of last week's election 
and referendum are in.
Aron Livingston is the Lawrence 
Com munity Council's new president 
and Tracy Uutala is the new vice-president. 
The referendum on Apartheid passed 
by the wide margin of 272 "in favor" and
99 "opposed." There were 45 abstentions.
Jon Richards, the outgoing president 
of LUCC. said that because the referendum 
was pushed through so quickly, there 
was an unfortunate lack of campus debate 
on the m atter.
Once the final results of the referen­
dum were tallied up last Friday, LUCC 
decided to talk with the trustees involved 
with the Lawrence Investment Com m ittee 
in order to find out what plans, if any, 
they had to alter Lawrence s investment 
policy. Three students in favor of the 
referendum (which encouraged corporations 
in which L.U. invests to withdraw their 
economic support for the government 
of South Africa) and two students whoLUCC Election Results
President:
Aron Livingston 
Vice-President:
Tracy Uutala
D ivestm en t 
R eferen d u m :
"Yes” “No” Abstained 
272 99 45
were opposed went to discuss the m atter 
with the trustees.
Richards said that the Investment 
Com m ittee gave their rational for the 
present policy for investment, and that 
they seemed fairly set in their attitude 
that the present set of guidelines is suf­
fic ient. Jon said that he doesn't expect 
any real changes to result from the refer­
endum itself.
"It really is up to the students," 
Richards said. "Referendums are useful 
in so far as we can speak as one community 
on certain issues. But some students 
wanted more 'teeth' in the anti-Apartheid 
statement. The only way that could 
happen would be as a result of much 
greater student involvement in the issue 
campus-wide."
Jon said that he plans to let the refer­
endum stand as is, but that he is also 
waiting to see what the community does 
with the issue now that a stand has been 
taken.
THE NEW PRESIDENT'S HOPES
Aron Livingston was this year's cor­
respondence secretary on tne LUCC 
cabinet. Now he has taken on a larger 
task—that of leading the Lawrence com­
munity and the LUCC in a positive direc­
tion, starting third term this year.
Livingston said that he hopes more 
students will begin to realize that issues 
can be addressed very effectively by 
acting through the council.
"If the students want something done 
on a particu lar issue, all they need to 
do is to bring it to the attention of their 
dorm representative," Aron said. "Per­
sonally, I would also like to hear more 
ideas that students and administrators 
have. Tracy and I alone cannot decide 
what the campus needs. We need to 
hear from people."
(continued on page 4)
Abortion Discussed
by Tammy Teschner
America: a country that prides itself 
on independence and freedom. Lawrence: 
a school that prides itself on individual 
thought and liberal education. People 
were given an opportunity to exercise 
some of their freedoms last week when 
Emily West gave a talk on "Abortion: 
an Individual Moral Decision." In the 
lecture, sponsored by the newly formed 
group Downer Forum on issues Concerning 
Women, Mrs. West argued that every 
woman should have the right to make 
her own moral decisions.
Mrs. V/est, counselor at the Fox 
Valley Health C lin ic , stressed the complex­
ity of the moral situation of abortion, 
including theological, philosophical and 
medical aspects. However, one must 
also look fceyond the moral issues to 
the reality  of our imperfect world, where 
the issue of pregnancy is not merely 
"mind over m atter." Many of the people 
who seek help at the clinic are there 
due to contraceptive failures, lack of 
access to birth control, or insufficient 
education. The purpose of the clinic 
is to show the mother (or parents) all 
the options available, and to stress the 
importance of considering all aspects 
of the moral issues. In this "land of 
the free." it is of utmost importance 
that eacn individual has the chance to 
live by their own moral beliefs. And, 
in addition, it is v ital to remember that 
each woman has a right to good, safe 
medical care.
During the question period, people 
were given the chance to voice and listen 
to varying opinions. Such topics were 
raised as the scientific defin ition of 
"personhood," and the role of the Health 
C lin ic in determ ining the mother's decision. 
Although time did not perm it for a formal 
moral issues debate, contrasting viewpoints 
were raised so as to provoke further 
individual thought.
. (continued on page 4)
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Why Not Study Peace At Lawrence?
by Scott Whitcomb
What would you do if peace suddenly 
broke out?
Would you know how to react? Where 
would you go for shelter? What would 
you do with all the knowledge about 
war, conflict, and bloodshed that you 
acquired in all of your liberal arts courses?
Although the idea of peace studies 
carries with it the connotation of flower 
children, sixties "naivete" and utopian 
nonsense, it seems that "peace" is be­
coming a real concern for many students 
and parents alike around the country—and 
world, for that matter.
If you stop and think about it for 
a moment, isn't it true that most of 
the humanities and social science courses 
taught here at LU deal largely with ques­
tions of war, conflict, and domination 
of peoples and nations?
THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
In History, one learns about the Roman 
Empire, the Papal Crusades, and the 
"Great' World Wars.
In Government courses, one can delve 
into the sumptuous issues of power strug­
gles in Bismarck's Germany, political 
pax'ty conflict in Britain ana the U.S., 
ar. well as the battles for control in coun­
tries with m ilitary  juntas.
In Economics, the student discovers 
all about price wars, competition, and 
corporate takeovers.
In Sociology, one learns about class 
conflict, labor struggles, and civil strife.
In Psychology, the student can hear 
all about the never-ending struggle be­
tween the two "egos."
Even in many English courses, the 
irreconcilable conflict between "illusion" 
and "reality" is continually emphasized.
There are certainly many other areas 
of study upon which I did not even touch 
that also emphasize problems of war, 
conflict, and/or dom ination.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
Now, I do not mean to suggest that 
these subjects and problems are not 
worthwhile, or even necessary to study 
and understand. But what about the 
continual (certainly not continuous) phe­
nomenon that crops up throughout human 
history at times when people least expect 
it? I'm talking about that pesky problem 
called peace.How can anyone prepare for or work 
toward that something that doesn t have 
to do with tragedy, death, and destruction, 
when all that one really knows about 
or understands has to do with these recur­
ring phenomena?I have posed quite a few questions. 
But, then, that is my purpose—to raise 
some doubts and to suggest one proposal 
that might provide a positive alternative 
(in addition) to the traditional academic 
approach to the study of human society.
Peace studies, as such, would emphasize 
much more than simply analyzing the 
"absence" of war. Sucn courses might 
examine problems of international coopera­
tion and creative cultural and economic 
interaction between individuals rather 
than global war, nationalism , and protec­
tionism. One might even examine the 
causes and potential solutions to conflict, 
aggression, and war.
I would not go as far as to say that 
no war or conflict is justified—that would 
be a somewhat naive approach to the 
problem. What I would suggest is that, 
as a general rule, traditional liberal 
arts courses tend to emphasize competitive 
self-interest over cooperative interaction.
BUT IS IT POSSIBLE?
A series of articles in a recent issue 
of the Christian Science Monitor cited 
some statistics to show that such peace 
studies are becoming more prevalent 
in the academic world.
—The number of colleges granting 
degrees in peace-related studies has
f;rown from 5 to more than 100 in the ast decade.
—At least 74 private foundations 
are now contributing money to peace 
studies totaling some $52 million dollars 
(important for a private school like Law­
rence).
—Soviet-watchers and U.S. universities 
see small, but significant signs of increased 
public discourse about peace in the USSR.
—Computer systems increasingly 
are being used to analyze global conflict 
and potentia l "hot spots" where conflict 
is escalating—a potential tool for Govern­
ment and Sociology students, in particular.
THE FUTURE IS NOW
"Why bother?" you might ask. Will 
there not always be war, aggression, 
and conflict? "Of course there will be," 
I would answer. "As long as people con­
tinue to see the world and each other 
through the distorted 'us' versus 'them' 
dichotomy." Until we begin studying 
the commonality as well as the diversity
of other peoples and cultures, we will 
always see a need for conflict and war 
where none may actually exist.
I would hope that the students, profes­
sors, and administrators reading this 
article would seriously question the way 
in which they have traditionally  viewed 
education ana their studies. A fter all, 
what about the future? Can we be assured 
of one as long as our current patterns 
of aggression are perpetuated by the 
everlasting study of conflict as the norm 
throughout human history?
What is needed to accomplish such 
an interdisciplinary task is the cooperation 
of the students, academic department 
heads, and administrators in the search 
for common ground on the m atter of 
peace studies at Lawrence University—in 
order to ensure that this institution re­
mains on the leading edge of change, 
hope, and humanity.
We cannot afford to stagnate at this 
historical moment in world c iv ilization . 
The future can be a peaceful one—if 
only we are able to learn from the mistakes 
of our past and to develop a truly global 
understanding. For ourselves and our 
posterity, wouldn't it make sense to 
start right here in our Lawrence 
community?
H ono r  
C o u n c il—addendum
The purpose of the Honor Council 
is not only adjudicative, but also educative. 
During the early part of fa ll term , we 
met with new students and new faculty 
to talk about the workings and underlying 
philosophies of the honor system. Also, 
we met with two members of the Law­
rence community, who shared with us 
their concerns regarding the honor system; 
throughout the year, we will continue 
to foster such discussion. Should you 
have questions about the honor system 
or suggestions regarding its improvement, 
do not hesitate to contact us.
We wish you well in the coming year.
The 1985 Honor Council,
Je ff Walker, Chair 
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Measles Immunizations
Measles vaccine is available at 
the Health Center for $4.00; any 
student that has not been vac­
cinated after 15 months of age 
should do so by March 31st.
SI net 1896 Sat., Feb. I 5th is the last day 
to return 2nd term texts for 
any refund.
CONKEY’S
B O O K  S T O R E
Hours:
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9-9 
Tues., Wed. 9 -5 :3 0  
Sat. 9-5
226 E. College Ave. • Appleton, WI«. 54911 • 739-1223
t * 
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Professor Longley Goes “Public”
by Steve Siegel
Ladies and gentlemen, we in the 
Lawrence community have a star in 
our midst. Lawrence Longley, a professor 
of government, appeared in a weekly 
Public Broadcasting series entitled "The 
Constitution—That Delicate Balance" 
which began airing January 26 and runs 
thirteen weeks. Professor Longley ap­
peared in the in itia l episode as well as 
the episode airing February 9.
The series, taped during the fall of
1983 in Philadelphia's Independence Hall, 
included many famous and important 
dignitaries from the worlds of politics 
and journalism . Participants included 
Archibald Cox, a prosecutor during the 
Watergate affa ir; Jody Powell, former 
President Carter's press secretary; Hon. 
Potter Stewart, a former Supreme Court 
justice; and U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch 
(R-Utah) among others. FVofessor Longley 
was invited to join this select group 
by virtue of his knowledge of the electoral 
college system and the election of the 
president. Longley has written several 
books on related topics, including The 
People's President: Tne Electoral College 
in American History and the D irect Vote 
A lternative, co-authored with Neal Peirce, 
a Washington, D .C . journalist.
The program consists of panel discus­
sions conducted within the confines of 
a hypothetical situation, described by 
Harvard law professor Arthur R. M iller. 
As Longley noted, such a situation is 
an uncommon one for those who were 
involved; the panelists could not have 
prepared answers. Instead, they were 
required to answer questions out of thin 
a ir—a rare event in today's world of 
pre-conceived, pre-arranged television 
programming. As a result, the answers 
are "meditative, heated, anguished, hu­
morous, thought-provoking and educa­
tional," says tne accompanying literature. 
Indeed, the hypothetical situations de­
veloped provea to be more real than 
anyone involved could have desired or 
predicted.
Professor Longley.
At the end of the taping session which 
discussed presidential disaoilities, the 
producer, said Longley, walked on to 
the set. He announced that several presi­
dential aides had been held by a heavily 
armed man who demanded to see President 
Reagan. This occurred while Reagan 
was at the golf course in Augusta, Georgia. 
Though the man was eventually disarmed, 
the event provided moments of deja 
vu for the panelists. Then, it happened 
again. The panel had been discussing 
presidential war—making powers ana 
specifically the deployment of troops 
overseas when word came that a bomb 
blast had injured and killed several hundred 
Marines at the airport in Beirut, Lebanon. 
Dumbfounded, the panel could not help 
but marvel at the all-too-appropriate 
subject m atter of their series.
While Professor Longley's involvement 
in the remaining episodes is m in im al, 
the series is - still worth watching. The 
subjects of future episodes will include 
crime and punishment, school prayer, 
the right to die, reform of im m igration 
laws, and national security.
Perhaps one of the most interesting 
questions that is perpetually argued 
in the United States today is whether 
or not to reform the process of electing
G A I
Campus Forum Sponsored
by Michael Aki
Have you ever wondered what it 
felt like to be gay and have to tell your
{»arents? Probably not, but you most ikely do know how it feels when you 
have to tell your parents really bad news 
and your knees quake. Or wnen you've 
done something wrong or not in agreement 
with your parents ana they find out through 
a friend or other parents.
I'm sure everyone has had bad experi­
ences with their parents at one time 
or another, but a lot of times, these 
problems and past experiences are forgot­
ten or looked back on with amusement. 
When one is gay or lesbian, forgetfulness 
is a non-existent tra it.
One of the most feared situati<?ns 
by gays and lesbians, is the situation 
ot finally having to tell one's parents 
about one's homosexuality. And when 
that fatefu l day arrives, the emotional 
turmoil within a person makes a tornado 
look pleasant. O f course not all homosexu­
als go through such an experience, but 
more than enough do.
The reactions a homosexual may 
receive from his/her parents vary drasti­
cally, but the most common reaction 
by a parent is that of disappointment 
within themselves and their homosexual 
son or daughter. So many parents utter 
the phrase '^Vhere did I go wrong?"
Tm quite happy to say, mom and 
dad, YOU didn't go wrong and that is 
what I hope you will see and understand. 
That is why GAI is sponsoring three events 
for the Lawrence and Appleton communi­
ties. The basic subject running through 
these events is Parents and their Gay 
and Lesbian Children. The first event
Mrs. Ashworth is Executive D irector 
of Parents and Friends of Lesbian and 
Gays of New York C ity . She herself 
has three sons, two of whom are gay. 
Mrs. Ashworth has been on the Phil Dona­
hue Show twice, the Dave Suskind Show, 
and Good Morning America. She has 
also been on various local TV and radio 
shows across the U.S. She has been recent­
ly appointed to Governor Cuomo's Task 
Force on Gay and Lesbian Issues.
These two other events are an open 
forum on gay and lesbian issues, and 
two workshops for gays and lesbians 
and their parents. Tne forum will be 
held in Riverview Lounge and w ill start 
at 10:30 AM till 4:00 PM with a lunch 
break between 12:30 PM and 1:30 PM. 
The forum will host a panel of distinguished 
guests, two of whom are alumni of LXJ.
The workshops will be held by Amy 
Ashworth for parents and relatives in 
the Con #138, Seminar Room—Can We 
Understand Our Children? And by James 
Gandre (alumni) for gays and lesbians 
also in the Con #259, upstairs—Coming 
Out to Our Parents. Both workshops 
will start at 6:00 PM and go till 9:00 
PM.
Everyone is invited to attend these 
activities whether homosexual or not. 
For the banquet, tickets may be purchased 
from Michael Aki, x6873. There are 
only 135 tickets and all reservations 
must be made by February 25, 198b. i*or 
more information or any questions, again 
call Michael Aki. Understanding^ and 
education is one of the keys to a better 
society. GAI invites all to help make 
society better with these activ ities that 
cure striving to help understanding and 
education of one of the many Facets 
of life .
the president. The 1970s saw a great 
deal of heated debate concerning the 
electoral college system.
The electoral college system, in which 
each state's "electoral votes" (the number 
of representatives and senators that 
state has) are put into the column of 
the candidate who wins that particular 
state's popular vote. A candidate receiving 
a majority (270) of the electoral votes 
is declared the winner. The system has 
come under attack in recent years because, 
theoretically, a candidate wno won fewer 
votes but more electoral votes could 
become president. The literature accom­
panying the program adds that "a d if­
ference of only a few thousand votes 
in key states would have given the presi­
dency to the candidate who won a m inority 
of popular votes" in the I960, 1968. 
and 1976 elections. One of the series 
hypothetical situations typifies this fear:
". . .Americans wake to the news 
that Abel has squeaked by in those key 
states needed to achieve electoral victory 
by just one vote more than the 270 needed. 
President Baker, however, has kept the 
loyalty of much of the nation, rolling 
up good margins in many states. He 
is running ahead of Abel by two m illion 
popular votes . . .
In this instance, the candidate repre­
senting the will of the majority would 
lose.
The series can be viewed locally 
on channel 38, Sundays at 9:00 AM.Journalism Opportunities for Minorities
WASHINGTON, D .C .—Minority college 
freshmen and sophomores can spend 
an interesting summer working at their 
hometown newspapers under the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors' Project 
Focus program.
Focus students will be employed 
in jobs such as clerks, messengers, library 
assistances or other sim ilar newsroom 
positions. And they'll get a chance to 
see firsthand how a daily newspaper 
is produced. Successful applicants can 
expect to receive the m inimum wage 
or better.
To qualify, students must be freshmen 
or sophomores and a racial m inority—Asian 
American, Black, Hispanic, or Native 
American (American Inaian). A 2.5 grade 
point average or better is required, and 
applicants must be able to type at least 
40 words per m inute.
ASNE will screen applications before 
they will be forwarded to newspapers 
for employment consideration.
Eligible students can write ASNE 
for a Project Focus application form 
or write a le tter of application that 
includes: the student's permanent mailing 
address and phone; college m ailing address 
and phone; nis/her year in school (fresh­
man or sophomore); grade point average; 
faculty adviser's name, address and phone; 
and an 800-word typewritten autobio­
graphy.
For applications, students should 
write, ASNE Project Focus, P.O . Box 
17004, Washington, DC 20041. Applica­
tions will be considered until April 1.
Cozy Hair Stylist
Hairstyle«
Men’s • 10.00 
Women’s *12.00 
Men's Reg. Cut *8.S0
W ithLU. ID
HOURS
9 to 8 Mon. & Thur.
9 to 5 Tues.. Wed., Fn.
331 W. Cell««« I?«. • 73MM1
FREE PARKING IN REAR o r  wilLDINC
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by Karen Haake
Sig Eps Violate RUSH Rules
Strolling down College Avenue, many 
Lawrentians may have wondered about 
the gaping hole between Burger Kins 
and Pranges. Downtown Appleton s current 
eyesore is being redeveloped into a 16.5 
m illion dollar m all, to be known as "The 
Avenue."
Scheduled for opening in the fall 
of 1986, "The Avenue" will "retain the 
look and feel of Appleton's rich heritage 
and reflect the Victorian styles found 
in the downtown store facades, according 
to Beverly R indfliesch, director of Agency 
Services for D irections, Inc. Directions, 
Inc. is the advertising agency handling 
The Avenue's marketing efforts. The 
mall is being developed by The Center 
Companies of Minneapolis.
Inside the mall, a to ta l of 120,000 
square feet w ill house approximately 
65 specialty stores and eateries. Gimbels 
and Pranges will be the anchor stores 
for the mall. The three level structure 
will contain a skylighted atrium  visible 
throughout. Spacious pedestrian balconies 
and walkways will connect the project.
What's oehind all this for downtown 
Appleton? Karen Beckman of Directions, 
Inc. stressed the expectations of the 
city in terms of "adaitons rather than 
substitutions." She feels the m all will 
add to Appleton's downtown center and 
not supplant the small, local businesses. 
However, in expectation of the increased 
tra ffic  of the m all, several stores along 
College Avenue have already leased 
space in the new project.
The theme oi the new m all, "Bringing 
Back the Magic," denotes some of the 
hopes of its developers. In addition to 
rekindling an old-fasnioned, fam ily  atmos­
phere on The Avenue, the m all promises 
up-to-date, trendy shopping as well. 
Tne Grand Opening festivities are planned 
to begin October 15, 1986 and will continue
LUCC, from page 1
Aron plans to continue sponsoring 
inform ational forums on various issues 
confronting the campus. He emphasized 
that he felt this campus has the in te llec­
tual capacity to address effectively 
problems such as Apartheid and that 
the students, faculty , and adm inistration 
should become involved as much as possible 
in such concerns.
"We also want to encourage student 
groups to sponsor more activ ities so 
that they become more visible to the 
campus as a whole," Aron remarked. 
"Ideally, we would like to see every com­
m ittee conducting at least one major 
event per term ."
Livingston said he likes the new policy 
of starting LUCC officers in the third 
term as opposed to the fall term.
"It helps so that we can get a better 
grip on procedure and issues, so that 
next fall we can get a running start on 
what needs to be done," Aron said.
LUCC UPDATE
The Lawrence' Community Council 
has cabinet positions open for the upcoming 
year--beginning third term and continuing 
through winter term , 1986-87. The open­
ings include: Treasurer, Parliamentarian, 
Recording Secretary, Corresponding 
Secretary, and Finance Secretary.
Students interested in any of these
fositions should pick up applications rom the Information Desk in the Memorial 
Union. Applications are due on Friday, 
February ¿1st at 12:00 midnight.
In other news, there will now only 
be three LUCC poster boards that will 
rem ain? due to vandalism and loss. The 
bus trip to Minneapolis was a success 
during Winter Weekend, but the Chicago 
bus was canceled due to lack of interest.
Abortion, from page 1
The Downer Forum is a newly formed 
group whose aim is to raise the conscious­
ness in the Lawrence Community on 
issues concerning women. The Forum, 
whose name is based on Downer Women's 
College of Lawrence University, will 
be showing films, sponsoring discussions 
and bringing in lecturers to speak on 
topics relevant to society today. If you 
are interested in joining the Forum or 
would liKe more inform ation, please 
contact Tammy Teschner, x6876.
On Thursday, January 23, charges 
concerning violations of two rush regula­
tions were brought against the Sigma 
Phi Epsilon fratern ity  by Beta Tneta 
Pi and Phi Kappa Tau at the Interfraternity 
Council meeting. A president's council 
hearing was called witn a representative 
from each of the six fraternities. The 
first charge alleged that Sigma Phi Epsilon 
served alcoholic beverages to potential 
members during a formal rush activ ity. 
IFC rush regulations prohibit the use 
of alcoholic beverages at any IFC spon­
sored formal rush activ ity  or any rush 
activ ity  planned primarily for a freshman 
audience. The president's council found 
the fraternity guilty of the aforementioned 
violation by unanimous vote.
The second charge alleged that Sigma 
Phi Epsilon violated the quiet period 
between the completion of open nouses 
on Friday evening and the conclusion 
of pledging on Saturday morning, by
in itia ting  contact with potentia l members. 
The quiet period was established to provide 
potential members an opportunity to 
think about pledging unencumbered by 
fraternity  pressure. Although written 
statements were submitted Irom  three 
residence hall counselors concerning 
the conduct of fratern ity  members during 
the quiet period, the president's council 
decided there was insufficient evidence 
concerning the nature and extent of 
contact to substantiate the charge and 
it was dismissed.
As a result of the hearing, Sigma 
Phi Epsilon was issued an o ffic ia l warning 
and placed on probation for one full 
year. The president's council also decided 
to publish an account of the hearing 
in the Lawrentian. F inally, the council 
decided to recommend several m odifica­
tions to the rush regulations to better 
clarify their intent.
A
I T S  N O T  
HOW MUCH YOU SAVE... rrs HOW OFTEN
Let HOME show you how even small deposits 
mode frequently can really add up with 
our high yielding savings plans. Come HOME 
tor all your financial needs!
■ Iff HOME SAVINGS
I I  m  Oowf' lowf1 320 E Colege •  414/734 14A3 •  Ap p teiw  
t  W tSI 0 f ,C i  2835 W  *^*7* *  < '4 /7 3 1 3 116
Lira* Cftulf Ofhce 201 E M * n  •  414/78 8  9106
0Wce '5 0 0  A axcio n  Rd •  4 1 4 / 7 2 M 9 0 0
h h ü  dial 7311000 fo r  the la te s t rate  information
FSLIC
“The Avenue” marketing agency, Directions, Inc.
throi gh the busy Christmas season. 
(Directions, Inc. nas already indicated 
an interest in recruiting talented Lawren­
tians to perform during this extended 
gala.)
The city of Appleton is certainly 
ready for some rejuvenation. Beverly 
R indfliesch believes, "Our efforts aim
to promote 'The Avenue' as the heart 
and hub of the Fox River Valle/, and 
as a distinctive alternative to other 
major metro shopping areas. We have 
lots of excitement planned, and considering 
that Appleton is the birthplace of Houdini, 
a few surprises as well!"
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It s Academy Awards time again. Like 
all responsible Americans I feel that 
it's my duty to divert my attention 
momentarily from dull things like pol­
itics and cultural trends to the silver 
screen; to add my own set of Oscar nom­
inations to the ever-increasing pool of 
useless lists compiled by every hack 
sportscaster and bespectacled pseudo­
inte llectual arts critic in the country. 
Unfortunately, I only saw one movie 
in the theatre in 1985, and that was 
"To Live and Die in L.A." (They were 
selling pitchers of dark beer for $2 at 
The Cinema Lounge, and I would have 
sat through three hours of Reagan's State 
of the Union addresses for that. Since 
there is no Academy Award for "Least 
Imaginative Use of Senseless Violence 
in a Feature F ilm ", I can't recommend 
"To Live and Die in L.A." for any Oscars. 
Rather than make nominations from 
movie reviews and secondhand opinions, 
then, I'm going to try my luck as a film  
awards prognosticator. Assuming that 
current trends in American theatre 
continue for another year or two, and 
applying a litt le  wishful thinking, here 
are my nominations for "Best Picture" 
of 1987, along with a short synopsis of 
the action in each film .
THE NRA TEAM
A zany clan of freedom-loving zealots 
exercise their Constitutional right to 
bear arms by hunting down non-white 
crim inal suspects released by the 
authorities under the Miranda decision. 
"You have the right to remain silent!" 
is the NRA Team's trademark call as 
they perforate their prey with 
semi-automatic rifles and vinatge pearl 
handled revolvers. Film stars Bernhard 
Goetz, Hulk Hogan, and Buddy Ebsen 
as C lin t.
UNCLE FESTER HAS A STROKE
Erik Estrada makes his triumphant 
film  debut in Hollywood's adaptation 
of the ghoulish 60's sitcom, "The Adams 
Fam ily.' Complete with shaved head 
the one-time CH iP races his motorcycle 
frantica lly  through the Adams' mansion, 
screaming "Go-meez! Mor-teesha! Pugs- 
lee! Theeng! I ees hav-eeng a stro-okei", 
not realizing that his monstrous relatives 
have moved to South Africa and opened 
a night club. In the poignant conclusion 
of this madcap ujovie, Uncle Fester 
runs out of gas and crumples into a heap 
at the foot of the ‘stairs, where he is 
quickly devoured by Spot the pet dragon 
who makes a cameo . appearance from 
"The Munsters." Other stars include 
Nancy Reagan as Mortisha, Gary Coleman 
as Pugsley, and Lawrence University 
Anthropology Professor Ronald Mason 
as Gomez.
R O C K Y  VI
Chess is the game this time, as former 
heavyweight boxer Rocky Balboa (Sylvester 
Stallone) challenges Russian chess master 
Chekov Matovicn to a contest of. the 
in te llect. Huge throngs of Americans
and Russians fill the auditorium where 
the match takes place, chanting Capture 
that pawn!" and "It's called a knight, 
not a horsie!" while the two protagonists 
battle  it out in the escalating race for 
US/Soviet supremacy. A fter only t™’ee 
moves Rocky appears to be in trouble, 
with his king in check from four different 
pieces, but, calling up all of his American 
resourcefulness, he stuffs his captured 
queen down Matovich's throat then scores 
with a le ft to the abdomen and a right 
uppercut to the Commie's chin. The 
referee declares Rocky the winner by 
Technical Knock Out as Matovich vomits 
vodka and blood onto the chessboard. 
Rocky, swaddled in the American ¿lag» 
is carried off on a field of red, white, 
and blue shoulders towards his next film , 
where it is rumored he will challenge 
a whole regiment of Soviet m ilitary 
advisers to hopscotch in a Cuban minefield. 
APPLETONThe age-old battle of "Town and Gown" 
is revamped in this much heralded I1“ 1?* 
billed as "The first soap opera to hit 
the big screen." Driven into Appleton s 
shadier taverns and pubs by an 
non-existent social life , so*31.® 
from a Small Midwestern Liberal Arts
(continued in next column)
FRANCE: Discovering Life Outside of Paris
Anxiety stricken at the thought of 
staying on campus for another term? 
Tired of seeing the same old faces year 
in and year out? Curious about the exotic 
adventures of students returning from 
foreign lands? How about a term in 
Besancon, France to cure these frustrating 
feelings? You might enjoy it so much 
that you'll stay for a year.
A city of approximately 140,000 
inhabitants, Besancon is located in eastern 
France, about 240 miles from Paris. 
Besancon, situated relatively close to 
-German and Swiss borders, lies in the 
Franche-Comte region of France; a region 
rich with culture, and a colorful history. 
The region boasts itself as the home 
of Victor Hugo, as well as the home 
of early social thinkers such as Proudhon, 
and Fourier. The traditional and intriguing 
industries of clock, cheese and wine 
making keep the region alive. The local 
landscape of Besancon is elegantly de­
corated by the river Doubs which lazily 
winds through the city, and by the Jura 
Mountains which offer great skiing, as 
well as great scenery. In addition to 
these highlights, Besancon itself offers 
theater, opera, music, clubs, lectures 
and more, presenting an appealing a lter­
native to life at Lawrence.
Compelled to explore beyond a bro­
chure's colorful description of Besancon, 
junior biology major Kara Randall and 
junior music/French major Ava Grover 
struck out for adventure and attended 
Knox College's program in Besancon, 
France during fall term . Kara and Ava 
(called term ites for only spending one 
term in Besancon) were accompanied 
by fellow Lawrentians Lee Kirkpatrick 
and Kristi Rudelius who will reside in 
Besancon for the remainder of the year. 
LU graduate Lisa Berry also resides 
in Besancon, acting as assistant director 
of the Knox program.
Students began their residential exper­
ience with what was perhaps the most 
valuable feature of the Knox program; 
a month long stay with a French fam ily. 
This living experience afforded these 
Lawrentians the opportunity to effectively 
assimilate themselves into French culture. 
During this period they attended class 
five hours each day for intensive language 
preparation at the Center of Applied 
Linguistics in Besancon. Having streng­
thened their language skills and having 
been well equipped by their living experi­
ences, Kara and Ava found themselves 
prepared to enter the second phase of 
the program. At the close of October, 
students relocated from French homes 
to dorm situations and student housing. 
At this time participants began to study 
literature, linguistics, history, and French 
culture, as well as the French language. 
They found their learning experience 
amplified by the rich culture of the region, 
ana by the chance to experience and 
view much of what was learned in the 
classroom firsthand.
When asked about favorite aspects 
of the program, Kara and Ava emphasized 
numerous factors. Kara stressed tbe 
fact that all work was in class and no 
outside homework was required. "This 
$-ave us time to explore tne region on
Ava Grover.
our own, and learn about everyday thint s 
m a French community," commented 
Kara. Although pleased with this facet 
u ■ program, Kara noted that the
highlight of her term was her fam ily 
stay, which she acknowledged as a grana 
opportunity to obtain a grasp on French 
culture. 'Making international friends' 
was the highlight of Ava's term abroad, 
as Ava listed acquaintances from Nigeria. 
Holland, Mexico, Germany, Italy, and 
England. Ava also stressed the desirability 
of the program's location. In travels 
t<? Paris, both Ava and Kara found it 
d ifficu lt to find native speakers who 
were willing to speak French with 
foreigners. Students on the program 
found it too easy to get by speaking 
English when in Paris, whereas in Besancon 
when speaking French is the only 
alternative, the challenge to use the 
language became a more authentic learning 
experience.
Most students on the program were 
aole to complete their stay in Europe 
with some type of travel experience, 
as well as travel throughout the term. 
Places visited included Florence, Rorrte, 
Geneva, Zurich, Paris, Munich, London 
and others. For students participating 
in the program at Besancon, (as well 
as students on other off campus programs), 
geography, history, art and language, 
once seen only in textbooks, has now 
come alive. The unique experience of 
a term away from Lawrence is beneficial 
in more ways than one, and as Ava and 
Kara concluded, leaving America meant 
leaving the pressure of Lawrence behind, 
for awhile, an escape which, everyone 
can benefit from at some point.
College find themselves face-to-face 
with a large group of drunken m ill workers 
who resent tneir Ralph Laurens and penny 
loafers. A deluge of violence, passion, 
deer hunting, and quantum physics ensues 
as the two groups try to reconcile their
differences through vastly divergent 
methods. In the final reel the students 
are forced back onto campus, where 
they all go to a fraternity party and 
try in vain to get laid.
And now, the envelope please...
Cross Country1
Men’s Fashions
College FashionON A
College Budget
All winter items reduced at least 50%! 
With ANY $25 purchase, receive a 
FREE $5 gift certificate to be used towards ANY 
regular priced item (with L.U. I.D.)
1281 VALLEY FAIR MALL 
734-7780 OFFER ENDS 3/30
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MUSIC/DRAMA
Highly Acclaimed Dance Company to Perform
by Michelle Lehman
On Saturday, February 15, from 9:00 
AM to 5:00 PM, the Lawrence Community 
may experience a strange "undercurrent. ’ 
This "pulse" is part of the rhythm ic 
happenings at the Conservatory.
Lawrence University, in conjunction 
with the Percussive Arts Society, will 
host a variety of percussionists in d ifferent 
areas of the music field. The guests 
will be giving various clinics to area 
high school students.
The clinicians include Tele Lesbines 
(FVincipal Timpanist with the Milwaukee 
Symphony), Brad Stirts (Jazz Vibraphonist 
from Cnicago), Dane Richeson (Latin 
and Brazilian Techniques, Instructor 
of Percussion at Lawrence), and Tony 
Wagner (Electronic Drums, Owner of 
Tony's Drum Shop of Appleton, Drummer 
with Street Life).
Internationally acclaimed Jazz drum­
mer and educator A llan Dawson, (sponsored 
by Tony's Drum Shop), will also be on 
hand to instruct the masses. All of these 
people, including the Lawrence University 
Percussion Ensemble, w ill be giving advice, 
hints, and various philosopnies to the 
percussionists in this area.
The beat will continue into the evening 
with the Ko-Thi Dance Company. The 
Milwaukee-based company will present
an evening of authentic A in  can-A m en can 
dance, music, poetry and percussion 
at 8:00 PM in Stansbury Theatre.
Playing trad itional instruments and 
wearing brightly colored costumes, the 
^o-Thi performers will sing and dance 
in various styles featuring extraordinary 
rhythm and dance movements from a 
wide spectrum of the African and Carib­
bean cultures.
This nationally renowned dance com­
pany has performed throughout the Mid­
west and several times at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music in New York, partic i­
pating in festivals featuring top African- 
style dance groups from all over the 
country.
Self-described as "performing anthro­
pologists," the Ko-Thi Dance Company 
strives to reach out beyond the immediate 
community, bridging the cultural gap 
between peoples of various backgrounds.
The company's artistic and executive 
director, Feme Caulker-Bronson, founded 
the troupe in 1969 as a performing and 
teaching company specializing in African 
and Caribbean dance and music. Caulker- 
Bronson and her company present concerts, 
workshops, seminars ana discussion groups 
on dance, A frican history, cultures of 
A frica and the Caribbean, philosophy,
S u m m e r  R a t e s  
N o w  i n  E f f e c t
Multicourse discounts now available!
For the first time 
Northwestern University is 
offering an attractive tuition 
discount plan to visiting 
students who take more 
than one course in the 
SummerSession.
Visiting students- 
studentsnot presently 
seeking a Northwestern 
I Jniversity degree - will 
save 20% on two courses 
and 25% on the total 
tuition cost of three 
courses.
Imagine. The sun, the lake 
Michigan campus, acres of 
lush greenery and all the 
activities that go with 
summer at Northwestern... 
made more affordable.
Get all the details about this 
discount plan and the 
240 SummerSession 
courses offered this year 
Consider, for instance, 
Northwestern’s Intensive 
Study curriculum. The 
ambitious student may 
enroll in all three courses in 
one of 13 math, science or 
language sequences and 
earn a full year’s course 
credit. And save 25% in 
the bargain
Request your free 
SummerSession Course 
Bulletin - including 
register by-mail 
applications- today!
Classes begin June 23
Call Toll Free during regular office hours:
1-800-562-5200 ext. 300
N O R T H W E S T E R N
U N I V E R S I T Y
___________ S u m m e r S e s s i o  n
2003 Sheridan Road, Evanston, 11.60201 ( 31 2 )  491 S2S0 
Académie excellence in a most favorable climate
religion, and aesthetics.
The Ko-Thi Dance Company performed 
at Lawrence in 1981 before a near-capacity 
crowd of more than 400 music and dance 
enthusiasts. The Ko-Thi Dance Company's 
performance is co-sponsored by Lawrence 
University and the Fox C ities Arts A lli­ance.
Tickets are $6.00 for adults, and 
$3.50 for students and adults over 62. 
For in form ation , contact the Lawrence 
University Box O ffice  at 735-6749.
Fred Sturm Honored
by Michelle Lehman
Fred Sturm, director of ja zz  studies 
at Lawrence University, has been selected 
the 1987 Wisconsin Honors Jazz  Ensemble 
director.
He will rehearse and conduct a select 
high school group of Wisconsin's best 
musicians chosen from state wide auditions 
in February of 1987.
Sturm's appointment will culm inate 
in a special performance for the 1987 
Music Educators Conference in October 
of 1987.
A 1973 Lawrence graduate, Sturm 
was named the 1982 "Jazz Educator 
of the Year" by the Wisconsin Chapter 
of the National Associaton of Jazz  
Educators. He also received the Lawrence 
University "Outstanding Teacher" award 
in 1983.
As director of the Lawrence University 
Jazz  Ensemble (LUJE), Sturm has been 
the recipient of many awards for ensemble 
performance, including "Most Outstanding 
Collegiate Jazz Ensemble" won at the 
Ohio State Collegiate Jazz Festival 
last spring. Students under Sturm's direc­
tion have also accumulated awards ranging 
from best jazz  arrangement to superior 
performance awards.
Fred Sturm, d irector o f Jazz Studies at L.U.
t red Sturm completed his master 
of music degree at the Eastman School 
music Jn 1984‘. He has performed 
with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, 
and as a sideman for Tony Bennett, Doc 
Sevennsen, Ben Vereen, Bob Hope, and 
the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra.
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L.V. ‘Rasslers On Top
by Kevin Walch
The Lawrence wrestling team never 
quits. Throughout the last two weeks, 
tne team has placed first in two tourna- 
ments and second place in a third tourna­
ment. On January 30, the Wisconsin 
Private Colleges Championship was held 
at Ripon College. Lawrence, Maranatha, 
Carroll, Ripon, Northwestern (College), 
and Carthage all competed. Lawrence 
won first place with 7 P/S points, and 
Maranatha, the team coached by former 
O lympic Gold Medalist Ben Peterson, 
placed second with 66 lA points. The 
only first place finisher was Jim  Connolly 
at 142 pounds, but the team had six second
Jlace finishers: Chris "Gentle Ben" Page 118), Bill Fischelis (134), Rich Camps 
150), Mike Renn (177), Erik Ehlert (190), 
and Louis "Sweet Lou" Boldt (HWT). 
At the Ripon Invitational two days later 
on February 1, Maranatha beat out Law­
rence by Vi point (61^ to 61). Bill Fischelis, 
with an overall record of 14-3, won first 
place along with Jim  Connolly, with 
an overall record of 15-3. Mike Renn 
was the only second place finisher,' and 
there were three third place finishers: 
Page, Ehlert, and Boldt.
The grapplers then easily walked 
away with first place at the Lawrence 
Invitational on February 8 at Alexander 
Gym. The Vikes received three first 
places by Connolly, Renn, and Boldt. 
Five second places were awarded: Kevin 
Walch (126), Fischelis, Camps, Mike 
Gee (158), and Dave Paque (167). The 
team racked up 78 points. Second place
L.U. wrestler Chris Page.
was Madison Tech C62.5 pts.), and third 
was Ripon (30 pts.). The Lawrence team 
was the only team at the meet that had 
a full team (ten weight divisions). Coach 
Ron Roberts believes that the first thing 
a team needs to do is to m aintain a team 
with all the weight classes filled. The 
reason for the opponents’ lower scores, 
he believes, is that there were not enough 
wrestlers on each team to ensure points 
for firsts and seconds. Seven of the 
ten wrestlers on the Lawrence varsity 
have winning records and the season 
match record of the team is 103 wins 
and 82 losses.
The Midwest Conference Championship 
meet is scheduled for next weekend, 
Febrary 22, at Ripon College. Coe College 
and Cornell College have previously 
taken many first and second places in 
the last twenty years, but this year Law­
rence University will be a serious threat 
for those two teams.
Swimmers Stroke to Victory
The Lawrence men's swim team topped 
the four opposing teams at the Wisconsin 
Private College bwimming Championships 
at the Lawrence Pool on February 8tn. 
The team scored 322 points, way ahead 
of second place Beloit (138) and third 
place Ripon (117). The women's team- 
came in second with 250 points, behind 
Beloit (288) and ahead of third place 
Carthage (189). The highlights o f  the 
meet occurred when Scott Stepanski 
set two pool records and Kara Randall 
set one record. Stepanski swam the 
100-yard butterfly for first place in 
the fastest ever time for a Lawrence 
swimmer, 1:00.58. He also swam the 
500 freestyle, another first place and 
a record, in 5:28.41. His third first, 
but not a record, was in the 1650 freestyle 
with 18:58.43. Mike Aki also won two 
firsts in the one and three meter diving 
competition.
Kara Randall won two firsts, setting 
a record in the 100 breaststroke (1:17.72). 
Her second first place finish came in 
the 50-yard freestyle (:26.70), and she 
also contributed to the first place victory 
in the 200-yard medley relay (2:03.21). 
Other members of the relay team were 
Ann Packard, Gwen Bauder, and Deb 
Sigler.
■
....
28* PEKttONALS
R E W A R D : LOST ITEM. Canon 
AE-1 camera with 35mm lens and 
autowinder. Info? Call Scott Whit­
comb, x6872.
To my Super Freak,
If time shall be held,
Then let it be 
By thoughts and memories 
O f shared times,
And the joy of knowing you! 
Happy Valentine's Day.
Your favorite Dance Partner, 
RAMBO
Viking Room Manager Applications Avail­
able—An application may be picked up 
in the Viking Room or at the Union Grill. 
Complete the application and then return 
it to the Union Grill before February 
28th. Call Marge Van Roy (x6660), Steve 
Albrect (x6869), or Noel Phillips (730-0269) 
for further assistance. Thank You!!
Here's to the Nation of Two, 
Standing stronger than ever. 
Who's to say,
It can't last forever!
Happy Valentine's Day Toast. 
I LOVE YOU!
P.B.
We need your time and talent! Anyone 
interested in performing on Cafe Mudd 
at Celebrate! call Karen at x6865.
To you know who:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue 
ha ha ha
Shannon can't go to 
Pledge Formal with you! 
Happy V.D.!
Purdy,I love you. You're soooo cute! Happy 
V-Day!
Natty
Happy Valentine's Day plus tac! Ich 
liebe uicn, Michelle.
Love, Brian
Happy Valentine's Day, 4th floor Kohler. 
—An Interested Party
To the love of my life , my one and only: 
Happy Valentine's Day, Sunshine!
I love you, Kat
Daddy,
I m Lost 
L.M.
It's a good thing 3rd floor Plant z 
is above 2nd floor, because it belongs 
there in every sense.
Mike:
If you can't get to Walgreen's, you 
can always get one in Beth S. and Cnris 
W.'s room.
Kristen
Dear Cathy,Hope you had fun this week! Enjoy 
the winter weekend (and don't let 
Nietzsche get you down).
L and L, Susan
QUESTION: Why do little  men scream 
behind large brooms?
ANSWER: Because their litt le  brother 
sits in freezers eating frozen steak-ums. 
Signed,Maturity Awareness Group
To H.A.:What goes around, comes around. 
When you play with fire you had better 
be able to stand the heat.
To Stanley:
The.
P.S. You are a star.
Your Best friend s Girlfriend
Dear Monica, ,You loser! Don t forget Valentine s 
Day is coming up.. (You know what that 
means.) Time to nit the quad.
Love, Your Big Sis
Dear Stef,
Happy Valentine's Day, Kiddo! Hop 
you enjoyed your week. Get ready f j  
the big Revelation on Wednesday.
L & L, Your Pledge Pal
e
or
Bonny,
I mean SUE, you never visit me.
—S.
Soozung,
I'm never drinking again . . . Tee 
hee hee . . . oops . . . I aid it again.
S.
FOUND: Men's ring. In Anthropology 
Dept, Science Hall. To claim , describe 
to Prof. Olson, x6705 or Custodian 
Georgiann.
Bitchen:
Should I go two for two? No more 
marks on my wall!
Susan 
P.S. Payment due.
The walk was a party! Let s do it 
again some time (next time, wear socks). 
Really, I hate to meet people and then 
have to forget that I met them, don't 
you?K.C. from fourth
Happy Valentine's Day, Lee Y.!
Who's Larry U.? I've been here two 
whole terms and I haven't met him yet! 
Is he Herb's brother?
Mike M.:Your payment is late. 
Susan
Mike F.:You have no tact! 
Trixie
Dear Lynn,Happy Valentine s Day! I hope you ve 
enjoyea your week. Get psyched for 
the fun weekend. (Big Sis Revelation 
is soon.)L & L, Your Pledge Pal
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213 East Collegs Avenue y Appleton, W isconsin
UKOSAnWICIES
ORGANIC
A m erican C heese Provolone, 
Swiss & Cheddar Cheese with 
Lettuce. Tomato, Pickles. Onions 
and Sprouts  Served on your 
choice of our French Breads
Small Large Family
$2.00 $2.65 $6.25
'T.
BOLOGNA & 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Sm*|l largt family
$190 $275 $5.75
2 .
COOKED SALAMI & 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Sm«ii Large Family
$1.90 $2 75 $5 75
HAM A 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Small Lug« Family
$195 $2.65 $5.85
4.
CAPRICOLLA & 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Small L*'0c Family
$195 $2 65 $5.85
Double Stacked
BREAST OF 
TURKEY
Two layers ot real Turkey Breast 
with Cheese and all of our veg­
gies Served on your choice of 
our French Breads
Small Large Family
$2.55 $3.45 $7.95
5 .
BOLOGNA 
COOKED SALAMI 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Small Large Family
$195 $2 85 $5.75
6 .
COOKED SALAMI HAM 
& AMERICAN CHEESE
Small L»'B« Family
$2 00 $2 90 $5 95
7.
HAM, BOLOGNA & 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Smaii Large family
$2.00 $2.90 $5.95
8 .
BOLOGNA, COOKED  
SALAMI, HAM & 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Small Large Family
$2 25 $2 95 $6.25TUNA SALAD
Two layers of Tuna Salad with all 
of our veggies Served on your 
choice of our French Breads 
Served Fridays
$2.25
HOT HAM ’N 
CHEESE
On Rye
Lean Smoked Ham with Cheese 
and our veggies made on our 
Dark Rye French Bread
$1.95
9.
COOKED SALAMI 
CAPRICOLLA 
PROVOLONE
Small H'flf Family
$2.10 $2.95 $5.95
1 0 .
HAM. 
AMERICAN CHEESE 
PROVOLONE
Small Large Fam.iy
$2.10 $2 95 $S.95
11 .
CAPRICOLLA, HAM 
AMERICAN CHEESE 
PROVOLONE
Small Large Family
$2.25 $2.95 $6.50
1 2 .
BOLOGNA, HAM, 
CAPRICOLLA, COOKED 
SALAMI, PROVOLONE. 
AMERICAN CHEESE
Sm»n La'pc Family 
$2 65 $3.50 $8.50
All sandwiches include lettuce, tomato, pickles onions, oil, salt, pepper A cheese 
Rye, whole wheat, hot peppers. Swiss or Cheddar available 
CHOICE OF DRESSINGS Mayo, Mustard. Horseradish, Oil, Garlic
PHILADELPHIA STYLE
Steak Sandwich
V i# of thinly sliced Tenderloin Steak grilled with 
Provolone Cheese, Freshly Sauteed Onion, Green 
Peppers and Mushrooms Served on a warm toast­
ed loaf
$3.50 Includes Fries
FILET OF CHICKEN 
BREAST
Lightly Breaded Filet served on a Charcoal Grilled 
Roll with Lettuce, Tomato, French Fries and Sau­
teed Gnions
$2.95
Hot Roast
BEEF ’n CHEESE
Choice Roast Beef served with air of our Veggies on 
a Charcoal Grilled Bun with Aujus on the side, and 
sauteed onions.
$2.25
BEEF ’n BACON
Choice Roast Beef Grilled with Lean Fresh Bacon 
and topped with Cheddar Cheese, Sauce Served 
on a Toasted Poppy Seed Bun with Lettuce and 
Tomato, includes French Fries
$2.95
TENDERLOIN
Steak Sandwich
A 5 02 Tenderloin Steak served on our Toasted 
Vienna Bread with French Fries, Sauteed Onions, 
Kosher Pickle Spear and French Potato Salad
$2.95
PITA PIZZA
Freshly baked 8” Pita Bread with your choice of 
Freshly Sauteed Onions, Green Pappers, Mush­
rooms, Canadian Bacon and Pepperoni in any com­
bination or choice of all
99C
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Halt pound ot Smoked Spicy Italian Sausage, with melted Mozzarella Cheese 
and Spicy Pizza Sauce on Onion and Garlic Loaf $3.75 
One Quarter Pound $1.99
PASTIES
12 oz of Beet Potatoes Onions and Spices, wrapped in a Pastry Crust and
baked fresh daily An original Cornish dish $1.99
GYRO
A blend of seasoned meats served 
in a whole wheat pocket pita bread 
with tomato, onion & Grecian sauce
Pocket $1.99 Platter $2.99
RUEBEN
Lean Corn Beef Grilled with Kraut 
and Served on our Toasted Rye 
Vienna Bread with Dijon White Wine 
Mustard
$2.75
East Coast Style
PRETZELS
Jumbo Soft Pretzels with or without 
Salt or Cheese
75«
SOUPS
Cup Bowl
BOSTON CLAM CHOWDER $1.00 $1.85 
SPLIT PEA WITH HAM .75 1.35 
FRENCH ONION
»nth Mozzarella Cheese .75 1.35 
CHILI .75 1.35
SALAD BAR
A vast array of fresh vegetables, fruits and garnishings with a choice of French 
1000 Island, Creamy Italian and Separating Italian dressings
•  *| OQ With pure has« of any sue ir riurtes Sodd l emonade 
** Sandwich Bowl of Soup or Past»* or Ice Tea
ON THE SIDE
FRENCH FRIES .65 BREADED MUSHROOMS .99 
ONION RINGS .99 BREADED CAULIFLOWER .99 
CHEESE CURDS .99 CHILDREN'S MEAL FREE
Heros is a locally family owned and operated restaurant which carries years of pride and tradition 
towaras friendly service cleanliness, and good healthy food at fair and reasonable prices Our sau­
sages, meats and steaks are freshly prepared and our soups are made daily from our own family 
recipes Fresh fruits and vegetables are prepared with absolutely no preservatives Our French 
Vienna breads along with our buns, rolls and other assorted breads are baked from scratch rimiv w «  
pledge to strive for nothing short of excellence for your comfort ThmiJi You
j  i s l —j A y  A i Vy A tL  A» A* Vy A j
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK r
LL
/
